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Your Business Contingency Plan
Something crazy is always happening. Just because you’re a business owner doesn’t mean
you’re immune to this crazy ride called Life.
Do you feel like you spend all your time putting out fires? It’s the dreaded stress/reaction
cycle. Things are going well until…BAM! Something derails your life – which derails your
business.
If you want your business to run smoother – which will make your life run smoother – it’s
time to come up with a contingency plan.

Emergencies Vs. Standard Stress
Life can punch you in the gut when you least expect it. You can’t possibly prevent those
types of life-altering events. Like an unexpected or tragic death, a life-threatening illness or
even divorce.
On the other hand, standard stress is something you can prevent. Like having a safe place
for your kids to go if they get sick and you have an important meeting. Or keeping clients
who are so stressful they make you cry.
There is certainly a difference between emergencies (non-preventable) and standard
business stress. But the principles on dealing with them is the same: If you fail to plan,
plan to fail.

Goals for this Workbook
1. Prepare for emergency situations
2. Prevent standard business stress
3. Have less stress, frustration and worry
4. Have more time to spend building your business
5. Live a better, more peaceful life

How to Use this Workbook
It sucks to think about emergencies. Last year, my 4-month-old niece died unexpectedly. To
say it knocked me on my ass is an understatement.
It stopped my life and business for weeks. I didn’t feel like working or smiling at clients. And
I certainly didn’t feel like making small talk. I wanted to punch someone.
But I had to work.
That’s why the first part of this workbook deals with emergency situations. You don’t have
to sit around thinking about the absolute worst thing that could happen in detail. Just think
what your business would need if something truly awful happened. Who would you call?
Who could help? That way, if something ever happens, you don’t have to think about
planning. You just have to follow the plan.
The second part deals with standard business stress. The kind of stuff that is completely
preventable. You’re always running late to meetings because you can’t get your kids out the
door on time. What could you change (get up earlier, make their lunch the night before,
etc.) that would prevent that from happening every single day.
If you’re like me, you feel 100% better once you have a plan in place. Once you’ve created
your contingency plan, print it out and keep it in a binder. Share it with all the impacted
parties (spouse, partners, clients, etc.).
If you have any questions, send me a note at liesha@startupsavant.com. And trust me –
you can reduce the amount of stress in your life and business. You just have to brainstorm
and vmake the plan!
You’ve got this!
Liesha
& The Startup University Team

Emergency Situations - Not
Preventable
1. How would my business be impacted if I couldn’t be there tomorrow or needed to take a
temporary leave?

2. Who could I call to help? (write down names & numbers)

Name

Phone

Email

3. What’s my written emergency policy for clients? Include refund policy if applicable.
Example:
I always try to provide my clients with the best service available. However,
emergencies do happen. I value your business, but I am a solo business owner and I
want to prepare for every eventuality. In case of an emergency situation, I will
inform you as soon as possible that I will not be able to [insert your specific service].
I have contracted [insert name and/or company] to step in if I am not available. My
refund policy is [for example: full refund within 30 days].
My emergency policy is:

4. Who would I need to inform about an unexpected schedule change? (write down names
& numbers)

Name

Phone

Email

5. What resources would I need to get through an emergency? For example, insurance,
bank accounts, etc. Do NOT put down account numbers if this plan will not be secured. Just
list where the information can be accessed or a phone number.

Resource

Additional Notes:

Information

Standard Business Stress Preventable
1. List the top ten challenging situations in your life/business

Stress

Impact on Your Business

2. Choose the top 3 challenges to tackle first:

Top 3 Priority Challenges

You’re going to tackle these challenges first. Here’s the basic steps:
1. Brainstorm at least 3 ways to prevent this situation from happening
2. Brainstorm at least 3 contingency plans to stop/reduce this from happening
3. Solution to try first

Also, list any additional resources or support you’ll need to stop or reduce each challenging
situation from happening.

Challenge #1
Brainstorm at least 3 ways to prevent this situation from happening:

Brainstorm at least 3 contingency plans to stop/reduce this from happening:

Solution to try first:

Challenge #2
Brainstorm at least 3 ways to prevent this situation from happening:

Brainstorm at least 3 contingency plans to stop/reduce this from happening:

Solution to try first:

Challenge #3
Brainstorm at least 3 ways to prevent this situation from happening:

Brainstorm at least 3 contingency plans to stop/reduce this from happening:

Solution to try first:

Example Challenge: Stressful
Clients
Stressful clients suck!
But you need customers or your business will obviously fail. But what if you hate your
clients – can your business survive without them? It may be incredibly scary to even
consider dropping someone as a client. What if you never get another client?
But also ask yourself these questions:


How much stress does this client bring to my life?



How much time do I devote to working for, thinking about, or stressing about this
client?



Could I spend this time devoted to either acquiring new clients, or servicing my
existing clients?

When you understand how time and stress relate to each other, you can see clearly how
important it is to eliminate problem clients. Not only for your well-being, but for the overall
health of your business

Brainstorm at least 3 ways to prevent this situation from
happening:
1. Fire them (in a nice way)
2. Create a stronger client policy
3. Raise my prices

Brainstorm at least 3 contingency plans to stop this from
happening:
1. Fire them (in a nice way)
Give them plenty of notice, and recommend other people that can do your job. Keep it
short and sweet. You don’t have to justify why you made this decision, but you can add that
it doesn’t fit into your business model at this time. It can go something like this…
Tactful Client Dismissal Letter:
Mr. Jones,
I have decided it would be best if we did not renew your contract for next
year. While I appreciate the opportunity to work with you, my business is moving
towards a more automated model. I will not be able to handle your account the way
you want or expect. Therefore, to ensure accounts success, I will be recommending
three people who can replace me.
King Regards,
Liesha Petrovich
2. Create an extremely specific client policy
This is something you should do BEFORE you have problem clients. Every business is
different, but think of your specific business and the scope of your job.
Specifics can include:


Standard price



Possible additional prices



Deadlines



What happens when deadlines are not met (on their part)



Duties



Job specifications



Expectations (both theirs and yours)



Timeframe



Your work process – from start to finish



Your guarantee (if you have one)

Put your specifications on your website, client contracts, and verbally explain your process.
This way, you are both on the same page and there are no surprises. If they forget, remind
them they have a copy.
3. Raise your prices
One of the easiest ways to get rid of a client is to raise your price to a ridiculous level. Send
out a notice to this client about your upcoming rate change. Again, be specific. You don’t
have to send it to every client, just this one.
You do NOT have to justify your rate change. However, you can say business circumstances
forced you to increase your rates. Period.
They may find someone else, or they may agree. I would not use this tactic on someone
you don’t want as a client. Because they may take you up on it, and then you’re back to
square one. But for annoying clients, this may be the way to justify the time you spend on
their account.

Solution To Do List

